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SHUTTLE TRANSFERS
WHALE WATCHING

TRANSFER/ SHUTTLE TERMS & CONDITIONS
Prices are quoted return unless otherwise specified. Transport is provided in sedan vehicles or mini vans. 
Tariffs are based on a flat fee and no extra km charge applies. Transport is quoted drop and go unless 
otherwise specified. If the whale tour is cancelled due to weather once transfer has commenced, the 
transfer still requires payment. This is unlikely to occur as all attempts are made to cancel transfers the 
evening prior based on the weather forecast. Transport bookings must be cancelled at least 24 hours prior 
to departure time. If you cancel less than 24 hours before departure time from collection point, 100% 
cancellation fees apply. If you do not arrive for your transfer (a no show) 100% cancellation fees apply. 
For direct bookings we require Credit card details to secure the booking, please complete the required 
form and return.  Your details will only be used in the event of improper cancellation on your part. All 
transfers and shuttles are outsourced to reputable registered operators. Southern Right Charters shall 
under no circumstances be liable for any act or omission of outsourced operators.

R550 p/p | min.2 pax
R300 Children U/12 | 
with a min. of 2 adults R300 per 
child

RETURN SHUTTLES | CAPE TOWN - HERMANUS

PRIVATE DAY TOUR | CAPE TOWN - HERMANUS

ITINERARY
- Collection at accommodation | 
  Transfer to Hermanus | Waiting time 
  during whale tour 
- Return to Cape Town after whale 
  watching tour

R2500 per vehicle | max. 7 pax
Tailor-made Itineraries can be 
quoted to guests requirements

ITINERARY
- Collection at accommodation 
- Transfer to Hermanus via scenic 
  Clarens Drive
- Stop to visit the penguins at Stony  
  Point
- Arrival at Southern Right Charters and 
  waiting time during whale watching 
  trip
- Transfer to Hermanus town centre 
  1.5 hour free time for shopping or 
  lunch
- Suggested activities: Walk along the 
  Cliff paths for Land Based whale 
  watching, visit the Whale Museum
- Return Transfer to Cape Town via 
  Elgin


